
Will an authorised signatory be available?

Is a parking permit required or are there any 

access restrictions?

Are all appliances disconnected and worktops 

removed?

Are all appliances, sinks and other items to be 

installed, onsite with instructions?

Have all final positions of appliances and other 

items been finalised?

Are there any gaps greater than 600mm or 

voids behind cabinets?

The customer / end user needs to install (min) 20 x 50mm timber batons to walls where a span is over 600mm. Install a similar baton 

behind range cookers where splash backs are to be installed and top corner void areas.

Belfast, Butler style and any ceramic under mount sinks must 

be cradled prior to the template and install of worktops.

Where a splashback or cladding is required, 

have all wall cabinets, cooker hoods etc been 

installed?

Have all alterations to walls, structures, reveals 

etc been completed?

Are all floor standing units, tall housing, 

peninsula's etc fixed and levelled?

Where a range cooker is to be installed, is the 

item onsite with instructions?

Are all end/décor and support panels fitted to 

open cabinet ends and between appliances?

Is the kitchen build and layout suitable for the 

worksurface type & weight?

It is the responsibility of the Design Consultant and Kitchen Installer to ensure the layout and construction of the kitchen is suitable for 

the worksurfaces ordered. As the designer you agree to the compatibility of the kitchen with the worktops to be installed.

End / Décor panels must be onsite and ideally fitted prior to template, this includes installation to islands, peninsula's including corner 

posts where applicable. Where two or more appliances sit side by side, support panels must be installed between them ensuring 

adequate support is given across the span. The Surveyor / Installer must use the actual panels to be installed to ensure overhangs will 

cover the top of any panels or doors. At least one actual cabinet door to be installed must be onsite at the point of template and install

Range cookers must be onsite to ensure the absolute dimensions are correct in accordance with our material tolerances. Range 

cookers are not absolutely square especially those of a cast material or ceramic top surround (manufacturers confirmed)

Every cabinet must be installed, locked in position to adjoining cabinets, floors and walls. 

Every cabinet must be levelled left to Right and front to back to ensure an absolute flat plane is achieved.

No changes to the layout or design or physical alterations can occur between template and installation

An authorised signatory must be onsite to agree all details and the final layout and product, without this person being available the 

template or install will not go ahead
No

Where parking permits apply, the customer / end user is responsible for the arrangements, supply and cost of any permit.

Where access restriction apply gain as much information as possible, there may be a requirement for additional resource to ensure the 

safe traverse of worktops to their final location regardless of size. There are H&S implications where access and egress is an issue, 

refer to H&S for further details.

Surveyors need to physically view carcasses for any service voids in corners or rear of cabinets which may not be apparent from 

opening a cupboard. Appliances must be disconnected and mains services isolated prior to worktop installation. Our installers are 

forbidden from mains service disconnections or connections. A suitably qualified / competent trades person must be supplied by the 

customer / end user at there own cost in both circumstances.

Every appliance, sink and ancillary items must be onsite and available for the surveyor and installer. The items will be physically 

checked for dimensions against the template and offered into position post work surface install to ensure the items fit correctly.

No mains service connects will undertaken.

Final positions must be agreed. Any changes post template will 

result in a failure and remake costs will be claimed.

Cooker hoods and wall cabinets must be fixed to the walls and in their final positions in order to ensure accurate dimensions are taken 

at the point of template

Changes such as plastering, boarding or skimming walls and window reveals in between template and installation will result in the 

worktops being incorrect in depth and or lengths. All walls and structural alterations must be completed before template. Tiling and 

making good must be done after the installation. We do not caulk gaps behind worktops or up-stands, the customer / end user must 

appoint their own decorator at their own cost to complete this task

Template & Installation 

12 Steps to Success
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ABORTED VISITS
If one or more of these steps are not complete or available the surveyor or installer will issue a 1 hour notice for the items to be 

completed. If this is not possible, the visit will be aborted and a charge will be applied.

I have read and understand the requirements for works prior to template and install of worksurfaces

Authorised Signatory Design Consultant Name……………………………………………………… Date ………………………….

Signed………………………………………………………………………………………..

Authorised Signatory Customer / Consumer Name……………………………………………………… Date ………………………….

Signed………………………………………………………………………………………..
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Please sign this document in acceptance of the above 

requirements.

No disclaimers for incomplete builds and or missing items at the 

point of template or install will be accepted

Mains Services should be isolated and made safe prior to 

worksurfaces installation. The worktop supplier will not 

disconnect or connect any mains services

Temporary worksurfaces are not fitted or supplied by the 

worktop supplier between templating and installation


